
Chase 
8 weeks.  Acclimate to house, other dogs, cat, garbage truck, creek etc. 
9 weeks.  Continue to acclimate to car rides, going outside, jet aircraft etc. 
10 weeks.  “Sit”, walk on leash, “Sit” on leash.  Puppy retrieves, live pigeon, introduction to water. 
11 weeks.  Better “Sit” on leash.  “Here, heel” drill.  Longer puppy retrieves through cover. “Kennel”.         
12 weeks.  Introduction to guns, longer water retrieves, “Sit” on whistle. Puppy doubles. 
13 weeks.  Into water, over land, back into water.  Exposure to barking dogs on Pro truck. “Sit” and stay.   
                    Throw onto island at Jones Lake.  100 yard mark in light cover to hill. 
 14 weeks.  Start recall to the heel position.  Sit dog, walk 40 yards away and throw bumper. 
                     Use check cord to teach “Here”.  Use e collar to teach “Here”.  Throw marks into water with     
                    A 30 yard land entry before they enter water.  100 yard retrieve in moderate cover to hill. 
                     Over first island at Jones Lake into water short of second island. 
15 weeks.  Multiple guns in field for 3 singles.  Still teaching “Here”.  Longer recall to “Heel”. 
16 weeks.  Excellent recall with cord to teach “Here”.  Excellent recall with e collar to teach “Here”. 
                    Make sure dog clicks his hocks together when he sits. 
                    Teaching dog to “Sit” on whistle during recall.  Cold Sight Blinds on Land.  Cold Sight Blinds on  
                    Water. 
17 weeks.  Reinforce all commands using e collar.  Teach 80 yard channel blind.  
                      Run water blinds starting 20 yards from water.  Teach “Hold”.  Double marks at 55 yards 
18 weeks.  Emphasis on marking.  90% of marks thrown into wind so pup learns how to use wind. 
                    All marks are flat throws (90 degrees).  Use of winger to get long throws so pup learns to 
                     follow arc and not just run to gun station.  Continue to reinforce obedience and “Hold”.  
                     Run cold 80 yard channel sight blind.  Multiple gun stations in field in moderate cover. 
                     Multiple land water land water marks.  Add decoys to water marks. 
19 weeks.    Emphasis on marking.  Introduction to concepts = changes in cover, heaver cover, multiple  
                      land water, land water, land water Marks and Blinds. 
                       Reinforce obedience.  Teach 160 yard channel blind. 
                     Teach “Hold” while walking. Begin to steady pup.  Teach “Back” command with dog facing     
                       Handler.  Long singles and double marks. 
20 weeks.  Force Fetch on table.  Three very short sessions a day.  Continue to throw very short marks if  
                    pup progresses well on Force Fetch as long as he “Holds” the bumper on the return.   
                      The most resistance a pup will give you on forcing is when you put the bumper on the table     
                      for the first time,  move your hand away, and say “Fetch”.  He will NOT do it.  That is      
because  
                      you have let go of the bumper and he thinks he is in charge.  Be ready to correct instantly.  
                     Force Fetch on the ground.  Once the pup is completely Forced on the table, move to the 
                     ground.  Begin the process from the very beginning until he is lunging for the bumper on the  
                     ground. Walking “Fetch” on the ground. 
21 weeks.  Long Doubles on land and water.  Long sight blinds on land and water.  Introduction to triple  
                     sight blinds (Long one up the middle, two shorter to left and right).  Continue to enforce all          
                     obedience work.  Continue force fetching with soft bumpers (no adult canine teeth yet). 


